The Parappanangadi Police Detected and Arrested Accused involved in a Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act Case

Parappanangadi (16/03/2020): The Parappanangadi Police detected and arrested accused involved in a Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act case reported from Anchappura on 21-02-2020.

Accused details

(#{}) Muhammed Rafi- 24, S/O Khalid Cheriyolakkal, Ayanikkad, Tharayittal, Chirayil (Po), Kondotty

(#{}) Muhammed Irshad- 22, S/O Ibrahim, Kakkid Parambil(H), Ayanikkad, Chirayil (Po), Kondotty

(#{}) Prajosh- 29, S/O Nambhoran, Kundalathodi (H), Tharayittal, Karippur